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DESIGN & OPERA TlONAL ANAL YSIS

TITOLIVES/

The Designer Expounds and Explains
by Dick Rustin
Tiro was one of those very different game
designs that by its very nat ure caused me
to take a radical approach to its map system.
By t he way, if you are taken aback by t he
non -traditional approach, you have Joe
Balkoski to thank for the area-type map and
me to blame for the use of shape and color
symbols to convey the necessary information. I, to be serious, am pleased with the innova tive approach we all took in design ing
and formatting this game abou t a very
unusual slice of WWII. If you're xenophobic
about reallv different games, maybe this article will get you going on this one.
- RA S

As the designer of Tito, SPI's simulation of World War II guerrilla warfare in
Yugoslavia, I am in an excellent position to
offer insight into how the game should be
played, but in an ambiguous spot when it
comes to offering something of a review of
the game. Both are my goals here, and I will
try to achieve my objectives objectively.
Tito is a game of maneuver, just as guerrilla conflict is invariably a war of maneuver.
Tactical and strategic options abound in the
game, but most are governed by a player's
ability to master the art of maneuver. To be
sure, the problems faced by the opposing
players are completely different, and each
must develop a system of maneu vers, tactics,
and strategy to fit overall objectives.
For the Yugoslav player, whose main
striking force is Marshal Tito's proCommunist People's Liberation Army of
Partisan guerrillas, the objectives, as quantified by victory points, are to disrupt the Axis
war effort and eventually gain geographical
and political control of post-war Yugoslavia.
To do this, he must build from scratch a
powerful, cohesive army, while dodging the
blows of the occupation forces. When the
Partisans are strong enough they will be able,
with aid late in the game from powerful
Soviet and anti-Axis Bulgarian units, to carry
the fight to the Axis, \',"hose multi-national
forces are crumbling under the pressure of
outside events.
For the Axis player, who commands
German, Italian, Bulgarian, Croat, and Serbian occupation forces, the goal is to damp
the guerrilla movement - he never wiII be
able to eradicate it - so that the Partisan objectives will be thwarted.

The Map
The game map, an area rendering of the
12 zones into which occupied Yugoslavia was
carved, greatly facilitates play while retaining

the realistic feeling of geographical movement. Given the factors of time and space,
(Yugoslavia is only 600 miles long and 300
miles across at its widest point , while each
game-turn represents three months) , a semiabstracted movement system is both neo:.:essary and desirable.
I can comment on the area map with objectivity, because it was not my idea; rather,
it was created by the game developer, Joe
Balkoski, of the SPI staff. I originally
designed the map for traditional hex movement.
Tracing
Yugoslavia's
squiggly
coastline, rivers, lakes, and roads on a
homemade light table - a garden table
whose top was more opaque than
transparent - was literally a backbreaking
job. The futility of that labor was forgotten
and forgiven long ago. But I'll get you
anyway, Balkoski!
Each of the 12 occupation zones is rated
both for its sympathy to the Partisans or the
monarchist Chetnik guerrillas, and for lhe
likelihood that guerrilla units will be created
by spontaneous uprising if the Axis player
does not garrison it sufficiently. Both players
are restricted in movement. Axis units of certain nationalities may enter only certain
zones, although some restrictions are eased
when the guerrilla campaign gathers
strength. Guerrilla units may enter adjacent.
zones only. Axis units may move through as
many as three contiguous zones.
Within the zones, there are a total of 89
population, industrial, and transportation
centers known as Objective Displays. Every
Yugoslav locality with a pre-war populatjon
of at least 4,000 is depicted individually or is
included as part of an industrial complex.
Also depicted is the trunk railway, part of the
route of the peacetime Orient Express, over
which Germany supplied troops in Greece
and Crete, and shipped home vital raw
materials for the war efforl. Each display is
in its true geographical position, and is
shown as an enlarged rectangle.
Possession of those displays is, in the
final analysis, the coin of the realm. The
Yugoslav player earns victory points and additional units by occupying them; he is
denied any such benefits if the Axis occupies
them or if they are vacant. Each display has
its own recruitment and victory point values,
reflecting its population and importance to
the Axis war machine. The number of new
units that a display may generate may vary
according to a die roll, and also can be affected by weather and the political sympathy

of a zone. For example, a Partisan unit in
royalist Serbia ".,·ill generate no recruits in a
village during winter, nor in a market town
during a drought.
Within each zone there are strings of
three triangles and three circles, and a single
small box. These are the main abstractions in
the game. The triangles represent mountainous rural arcas (Yugoslavia is 80070
mountain or rugged limestone plateau).
When occupying a triangle, guerrillas are
deemed to be conducting such acts of hinterland sabotage as ambushing convoys, attacking outposts, and mining roads. Recruits and
victory points may be gained by undertaking
such activities.
Circles, known as Hideaways, yield no
victory points or reo:.:ruits. They reflect situations where guerrillas either have been forced
to lie low, or are in transit from one zone to
another. With few exceptions, foot-slogging
guerrillas are forced to spend a full gameturn in a Hidea,. . ay circle when entering an
oo:.:cupation zone.
Each of the three main elements in the
game has its own circle and triangle. In addition to the Partisans and Axis, there are the
Chetniks, each of whose units may switch or
become neutral on any turn via a die roll.
When neutral, a Chetnik unit is placed in the
small box in a zone, and is controlled by
neither player. The Chctniks are doomed to
virtual extinction by the withdrawal of support by the Western Allies. This can happen
on one of five different. turns, depending on
the lack of anti-Axis activity by the Chetniks
on that turn. Chetniks may continue to surface, via uprisings, but will quickly disband
or defect to the Partisans.

Combat
Combat between opposing forces is
mandatory when they occupy the same Objective Display, and the losing side must
abandon the display. Combat in mountains
is voluntary. Guerrillas may be attacked in
Hideaways only by special, pre-planned
Anti-Guerrilla Operations, in which the Axis
player may commit. up to seven divisions per
operation. He is limited to two per gameturn, and between five and eleven per game.
The total amount is determined by lhe Axis
player randomly, secretly, and verifiably at
the start of the game. The Yugoslav player is
rarely certain how many such drives will be
launched. Combat losses are doubled in such
operations, and a victorious Axis player can
scatter guerrillas to Hideaways in less
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hospi.table zones at unfavorable times of the
year in this manner.
Although there may be up to 21 separate
stages, phases, and segments in some of the
17 game-turns, most occur only in special
cases. The order of the major, recurring steps
places a premium on maneu ver. They are:
• AXIS REINFORCEMENT
• ANTI·GUERRILLA OPERA nON
DEPLOYMENT AND COMBAT
• YUGOSLAV MOVEMENT AND COMBAT
• VICTORY POINT STAGE
• AXIS MOVEMENT AND
NORMAL COMBAT
• GUERRILLA RECRUITMENT
AND UPRISINGS
• REDEPLOYMENT OF ANTI·GUERRILLA
OPERATION UNITS

Note that the Victory Point Stage occurs
before the Axis player has a chance to react.
Thus, the Yugoslav player is assured of vic·
tory points for gaining objectives. But he
must occupy them in sufficient strength to
withstand Axis counterattacks. Because a
retreating guerrilla unit must be placed in a
Hideaway circle, no recruits can be obtained
from a lost objective.
The Axis player may choose to attack
guerrillas wherever they arise, but in so doing
will leave many objectives unguarded. Thus
the Yugoslav player is in an excellent position
to occupy them on the next turn. On the
other hand, the Axis player may choose to sit

tight and guard major objectives, leaving less
important ones to the guerrillas. But this is a
risky tactic requiring a careful balancing of
German forces.
The Axis player can benefit from looking ahead and paying close attention to his
reinforcements, which he gets on almost
every turn. He may cede an objective to the
guerrillas on one turn bu t may force them out
on the next by deploying reinforcements
there. The guerrillas may have to evacuate or
initiate combat at unfavorable odds.
The same tactic may be used with units
returning from Anti-Guerrilla Operations.
They are removed from the map after a
special combat segment, and do not return
until the end of a game-turn. In the meantime, however, the Yugoslav player has
greater freedom of movement. Because
historically security surrounding such operations was generally terrible, the Yugoslav
player also has a chance to move up to six
units before the special combat occurs.
Actually, the Anti-Guerrilla Operation
is probably the most intriguing aspect of the
game - a Balkan version of cal and mouse.
The Yugoslav player does not know where a
blow will fall (zones are picked secretly by the
Axis player); he knows only that they will
come in mountains or Hideaways.
Thus, certain key maneuver decisions
must be made, often a turn in advancc. The
Axis player should mount operations in

tandem to eliminate retreating units during
his second operation. However, the drives
are deemed to be launched simultaneously,
although executed consecutively. Therefore,
if there were no guerrillas in a zone originally, an attack hits empty air and any chance to
bag units retreating from a first attack is lost.
The Yugoslav player thus has to weigh the
pros and cons of concentration and dispersion. And the Axis player may schedule an
operation for an empty zone in the hope that
up to six enemy units will walk into a trap
during the bonus movement phase prior to
combat. Decisions, decisions!
The Axis player should launch as many
such operations as possible early in the game,
when guerrillas are weakest. Guerrilla units
begin the game as puny groups. Once certain
numerical levels are reached, they may be
built into brigades and Partisan divisions.
Once brigade or division strength is reached
in force, guerrillas are almost unassailable,
particularly in Hideaways, where their combat strength is doubled.
All Ax!s maneuver decisions must be
colored by the possibility of uprisings. An insufficiently garrisoned zone may have guerrillas coming out the woodwork just when it
appeared that the insurgency campaign had
been stalled. A zone's tendency toward
uprisings reflects a blend of terrain, population density, and the historical bellicosity of
its inhabitants. The fiercely independent
{continued on page 7]
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OUTLINE SUMMARY
OF KEY RULES FOR TITO
STACKING [8.2]
DIVISIONAL
STACKING
UN/TSIZE

EOUIVALENT~

Division
6/6
Brigade
3/6
Regiment
216
Battalion
116
Group
0/6
*Maximum of7 division equivalents per
Display, Triangle, or Circle.

CHETNIKS [7.2]
A. Collaboration
Between Game-Turn 2 (inclusivel and
Allied Support Withdrawal (exclusive):
DIE

STATUS

1-2

Pro-Axis
Neutral
Pro-Yugoslav

3-4
5-6

Between Allied Withdrawallinclusive)
and the end of the game:
DIE

STATUS

1-2
3-6

Pro-Axis
Disband

7+

Defect

B. ~lIied Support Withdrawal

9
10
11
12
13

ITALIAN UNITS [10.0]

2 groups: Bosnia, Dalmatia, Slovenia,
Baranya, Carinthia
I group: Albania, Is lands, Istria, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia

• Movement restrict ions in Croatia
• No further I talian participation in AntiGuerri Ila Operations in Bosnia and Serbia
Effects of Italian Withdrawal (10.221:
• Die roll eq uals number of Italian divisions
withdrawn from map
• No fu rther Italian participation' in any
Anti-Guerrilla Operation
• German reinforcements from Box #6 of
Allied Progress Track
Effects of Italian Surrender (10.3): ,
• German reinforcements from Box of
Allied Progress Track
• Operation Konstantin (10.32)
• + 1 to Chetnik Collaboration die roUs
• Croats may enter Dalmatia

PRO·YUGOSLAV CHETNIKS ON MAP

Less than 20 percent
Less than 40 percent
Less than 60 percent
Less than 80 pcrcelll
ASW occurs automatically

GUERRILLA REI NFORCEMENTS [7.41
For Objective Display:

• Die roll x Recruitment Value
• No more reinforcing groups than Yugoslav
Strength Points in [he Display
• Halved by:*
I. Winter in a Village
2. Drought in a Market Town
3. Opposite Alignment Value of zone
4. Tito's ab~ence from map (Par tisan only)
*More than one halving cancels any
reinforcements.

Effects of Italian Pullback (10.21):

UPRISINGS [7.5]
If garrison shortage exists ...
... 1st difl roll:
• Apply zone's Uprising Modifier
• Modi fied result of I or more: Uprising
• Number of groups created: garrison
shortage (in Axis divisions x modified
die roll)
... 2nd difl roll:
• Even number: all reinforcing groups are the
same as the zone's Alignment Value
• Odd number: half the groups are Partisan,
halfChetnik
• Unnecessary if zone's Alignment Value is
Neutral; create groups as though odd
number had been rolled
• All fractions are rounded up in favor
of Par tisan

GUERRILLA BRIGADES
AND DIVISIONS [7.8]
To Build

Die roll modifiers (cumulative):
+ 1 if Chetllik ullit is Pro-Yugoslav
+ 1 if Italiall Surrellder has occurred
+ 1 if Allied Support Withdrawal has occurred
-1 if Chetllik ullit is Pro-Axis
- 1 if Tito has been eliminated
GAME·TURN

Created by Tito (Partisan only);
3 groups: Croatia

Chetnik guerrilla
bde(s)
Partisan bde(s)*
Partisan div(s)"

Units N""dBd
on Map

Lowe, Unit

25 groups

3 groups

30 groups
25 bdes

3 groups

~quiv8ltint

JI7

REPLACEM ENTS [13.0]
Axis (13.5)
1Serbian and 2 Croat units per Game-Turn
after Game-Turns 2 and 3, respect ively.
Yugoslav (13.4)
• Determined by die roll(s) (13.63, 13.64)
• Partisan: Game-Turns 2 to 17 , in Bosnia,
Croatia, Serbia, Dalmatia, and!or
Slovenia Hideaway circle
• Chetnik (Pro-Yugoslav): Game-Turns 2
to 8, in Serbia andlor Montenegro
Hideaway circle

6 groups!
2 bdes

"First such unit must be created in the same
location as Tito; none may be built when T ito
is off the map. Note: No brigade or division
may be built in a Hideaway circle.

ANTI·GUERRILLA OPERATION
DISPLAV [8.47A1
This is a new graphic aid enabling the Axis
player to see at a glance how his AGO units are
available for garrison duty. Units allocated to
an AGO are placed in a numbered box during
the AGO Planning Segment (8.42) and placed
on the map in the Deployment Segment (8.44).
Boxes are numbered for a player's convenience
only; operations may be conducted in any sequence the Axis player wishes. After the AGO
Combat Segment (8.45), units are placed in the
box corresponding to the Occupation Zone lO
which they will be returned during the
Redcploymem Segment (S.47).

1

2

Bos

• V. of Strength Points in Display
• No more reinforcing groups than Yugoslav
units in Triangle

Serb

Istr

Slav

• Halved by:"
I. Winter
2. Opposite Alignment Value of zone
3. T ito's absence from map (Partisan only)
"More than one halving cancels any
re inforcemencs.

Cro

Mont

Dalm

lsi

Alb

Mac

For Mountain Triangle;

VICTORY POINTS [14.01
Gains (14.2)
• Objective Display: as per map
• Monntain triangle: \4 of Yugoslav Strength
Points, bUl 110 more than the number of
Yugoslav unitsin triangle
• Untransferred German Units: 5 VP's per
unit per turn
losses (14.31
• 25 on turn Tito is eliminated
• 5 on each turn Tilo is off the map after
Game-Turn J
• 5 per turn if no Chetnik guerrillas are 011 thc
[he map prior to Allied Support Withdrawal
• 15 per turn if no Chetnik unils are on the
the map prior to Allied Support Withdrawal
• 25 per turn if no Partisan units are on
the map
• 5 for each optional Soviet reinforcement
ullit used on Game-Turn 15
• 20 for each Soviet or Bulgarian unit on the
map on Game-Turns 16and 17

EVENTS TRIGGERED BY YUGOSLAV
BRIGADE STRENGTH OF
45 VICTORY POINTS [14.4]
• German movement restriClion> eased
(6.64A)
• It.alians may participate in Anti-Gue'rrilla
Operations in Serbia and Bosnia (6.64B)
• Bulgarian reinforcements to Serbia (6.64C)
• Axis pla yer may start trying to identify
Tito (9.4)
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mountaineers of Montenegro will revolt 830;0
of the time unless six Axis divisions are on
garrison duty there. In a pinch, the Axis
player may strip more docile zones of garrison troops in the hope that an uprising will
not occur. The chance of uprisings in
Dalmatia and Albania is 50-50; there were
not too many hiding places along the
beautiful Adriatic coast, and the pre-war
population of all Albania was only four times
that of Belgrade.
Strategy
So far we have reversed the usual order
and discussed tactics before strategy. This is
because many of the game's concepts are
original and require amplification.
Strategically, the Yugoslav player must
choose between making an early rush for victory points and amassing strength patiently
and methodically. Either course will provoke
the Axis into a violent reaction, so it would
behoove the guerrillas to be as strong as
possible when the reaction comes.
When the Yugoslav player achieves 45
victory points or reaches brigade strength,
the Axis player has greater latitude in movement and Anti-Guerrilla Operations, gets
more reinforcements, and may start his hunt
for Tito. Tito, represented by a counter,
shifts combat odds one level iri favor of Partis an units with which he is stacked, and
generates reinforcements on his own. He is
most charismatic in his native Croatia, where
he raises three groups per turn. He may be
eliminated or driven from the map for a varying period of time, and he first must be identified and located. The hunt for Tito may
consume several turns, and may never be
crowned with success.
Early in the game, the Yugoslav player
should concentrate his forces for mutual protection in the mountains, where victory
points and new units can be obtained
gradually. Keeping an eye out for AntiGuerrilla Operations, Tito should move as
soon as possible with his main force from
Serbia to Croatia. Units created by uprisings
in other zones also should be routed to
Croatia. During early turns, the Axis will be
about a half dozen divisions short of fully
garrisoning the whole country, so uprisings
will probably occur. An early drive for victory points will spread the guerrillas thin
when their units are weakest. If he fears AntiGuerrilla Operations by the Italians in
Croatia, the Yugoslav player may try to exploit Axis movement restrictions by a quick
thrust into Bosnia or back into Serbia, where
the Germans will be hard-pressed to cover all
objectives. However, he will taking a big
chance in doing so.
The early appearance of Croat units,
equal to six divisions, presents the Yugoslav
player with a problem and an opportunity.
The Croats, weak in combat strength, free
stronger German and Italian units for offensive action, but they also present targets for
selective attacks. The trick for the Yugoslav
player is to hit the Croats and survive a
counterattack. He may have to wait several
turns before being able to do that.

Toward the halfway point in the game,
almost imperceptibly, the Axis will pass to
the strategic defensive. Though the guerrillas
may be in no more than moderate brigade
strength, the important thing for the Axis
player is to sense that this turning point has
occurred and to change his tactics accordingly. Early in the game, he can afford offensive
action against exposed guerrilla units. But by
mid-game, the guerrillas should be firmly
established in Croatia. A few turns more and
they will be ready to strike at a wide array of
objectives in division strength.
The Axis player should then try to fence
them in by occupying key objectives, and
should refrain from making attacks which
would unbalance his forces. He should try to
keep the Yugoslav victory point total as low
as possible for as long as possible.
A handy rule of thumb: Assuming that
Tito is supporting a Partisan attack at maximum brigade strength (56 Strength Points),
19 Axis Strength Points are sufficient to keep
the odds at 3-to-l, for a 500;0 chance of repelling the assault. Without Tito, o,ijly 15 points
are needed. Against maximum division
strength (84 points), 29 defense points are required with Tito present and 22 with him absent. But alas, like Zorro, Tito is everywhere,
and he is nowhere.

Setbacks and Exploitation
A number of outside events - the surrender of Italy, defection of Bulgaria, and
entry of strong Soviet units - eventually will
hand the tactical initiative to the Yugoslav
Player. Except for Italian surrender, which
can come later than it did historically, these
events are predictable, just as they were apparent to both sides during the war.
But although the disappearance of the
Italians and Bulgarians leaves gaping holes in
the Axis defense, the Yugoslav Player must
maneuver skillfully to fully exploit the
situation.
Italian surrender triggers a wide-open
special movement phase in which the heavily
reinforced Germans may attempt to disarm
the Italians, and the Partisans try to build
brigades from defecting Italian divisions.
Both Players must weigh the advantages of
reaching the Italians versus occupying key
objectives which may be left unguarded in
the stampede. For both, this means planning
moves a turn in advance of anticipated
Italian surrender.
Certain events in the Mediterranean
trigger pullbacks and withdrawals of Italian
units, and eventual surrender of the entire
22-division occupation force. The events are
abstracted on an Allied P rogress Track, and
there is a chance that some of them may go
against the Allies, thereby delaying Italy's exit from the war. The events include key battles in North Africa and the Sicily landings.
Late game-turns should witness a rapid
escalation of Yugoslav victory points. But
not all should be lost for the Axis Player. If
he can keep some zones out of Partisan
hands, he might yet strike a blow for the
postwar Western world and salvage a victory
inthegame.

For example, the victory points which
the Partisans do not get if they fail to take
Istria reflect the possibility that the entire
area might be ceded to Italy after the war.
Historically, Yugoslavia got only half the
province, and that only after years of postwar diplomatic wrangling; they never did
take Trieste, the Istrian capital. Moreover,
Stalin and Churchill unofficially had agreed
on an East-West partition of postwar Yugoslavia (interestingly, Tito was to have gotten
the western half and the Serbian monarchists
the eastern). But the Partisans' resounding
success frustrated that arrangement.
Therefore, the Yugoslav Player must be
in a position to quickly reinforce in strength
the huge territorial gains the Soviets and
Bulgarians will make on his behalf in Serbia
and Macedonia on Game-Turn 15. This may
mean leaving a big chunk of Yugoslavia thinly occupied by guerrillas late in the game - a
risky step because by this time the reorganized Croat army may have up to 17 divisions on
the map.
But neither can the Yugoslav Player risk
having his Allies overstay their welcome. If
the Soviets andlor Bulgarians remain on the
map for more than one turn, the Yugoslav
Player loses 20 victory points for each such
unit. In the case of the Soviets, this is a reflection that a too heavy reliance on Soviet aid
would mean that Stalin, not Tito, would be
calling the shots in post-war Yugoslavia. A
continued Bulgarian presence could reinforce Sofia's historical claim to Yugoslavian
Macedonia.
By piling up di visions in Belgrade -late in
the game, the Axis Player can make the
Yugoslav capital impregnable to anything
but the bubonic plague and the Pittsburgh
Steelers. But this would be done at the expense of objectives elsewhere.

Conclusions
All told, I must admit immodestly that I
am satisfied with the way Tito turned out.
Both the game developer and I agree that the
major drawback, as revealed in late
play testing, was in play balance. The game
was too historically accurate; it always seemed to end in a smashing Partisan victory no
matter what the Axis did. Most of the
changes in the addenda accompanying this
article are designed to correct that imbalance. The revised victory conditions (raising each level of victory by 100 points) give
the Axis Player adequate reward for keeping
key areas out of Partisan hands, something
the Axis failed to do historically.
My only other cavil is about the amount
of die-rolling and mental gymnastics involved in computing guerrilla reinforcements.
My original design gave a fixed amount of
Partisan and Chetnik reinforcements for any
given objective. This was changed in favor of
a variable amount dictated by a die roll. The
reinforcements generated by upnsmgs
originally were to have been handled by a
table, but lack of space did in that idea.
Finally, I would like to offer my sincere
thanks to Joe Balkoski for his developmental
efforts and for his preparation of as clear and
[conlinued on pagd .I}
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daughter hidden somewhere on the ship. The
Affanti player tries to prevent the rescue and
to annihilate the invading Space Marines.
Each player has a certain degree of limited intelligence. All Affanti units (and the ambassador and his daughter) are wearing
similar suits, so the Ter,ran player never
knows who he is firing at until they fire back.
The Affanti player, on the other hand, does
not know where the Space Marines are going
to breach the hull to enter the ship. In fact,
[he Space Marines can arrive in as many as
six different places simultaneously. Thus the
Affanti player has to prepare for many different eventualities in his initial set-up. In addition to rescuing the ambassador and his
daughter, the Space Marines also want to
knock out the Affanti laser pods. It is not
mandatory that they do so, but if they don't,
there is a chance that they will rescue the ambassador only to have him fried as he exits
Nicholas Karp
[he hive.

Con Crit [continued/rompage]3]
public relations vehicle for the company. A
well done seminar on a game or game system
can "sell" it to a large audience. A poorly
prepared presentation can do the opposite
and cause one to question how thoroughly
the designer and his company tackle other
projects.

Conclusion. When all the ' pluses and
minuses are totaled, Origins looks like this:
I. The organizing groups have thus far
been dedicated and hard working.

Tito Lives

./oomilluedfrom fX1I!'
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succinct a set of rules as I have seen in any
game. When a rule cried out for an example,
he provided it. What few minor ambiguities
there were, hopefully have been corrected in

2. The conventions could be improved
considerably by more attention to the
"why" of operational details by the
organizing bodies.

3. Registration must be simplified.
4. The seminars are woefully lacking in
quality.
Comments from readers of this article
would be appreciated. The author will gladly
correspond with anyone who has an interest
in improving future conventions . • •

the addenda. My thanks are not only for
myself. If you believe, as I do, that Tito is a
rich, challenging, colorful, and unpredictable game, then my thanks to Joe also are on
behalf of all you folks out there in
simulation-land . • •

••

Sea to Shining Sea
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Coast is one of the strongest areas in [he
country both in numbers of garners and in
dollars of purchases per capita. The effect
that an Origins convention can have on this
base is incalculable.
Likewise, the gamers who come will be
meeting most of the "names" in the hobby
for the first time. Whatever one might think
of individuals, the fact remains that garners
appreciate direct contact with those "in the
know:"
Pacific Origins itself faces some ticklish
situation. Since we are the first GMA
Origins,.we're on the cutting edge of change,
and much of the cutting will impact on the
manufacturers. We will be charging much
more for exhibit space; we will require exhibitors to belong to or join GMA; and we
will require final schedules of events long in
advance.
Of course, any gains made by Pacific
Origins will not be ends in themselves. The
ideal development is one where Origins can
begin to exhibit the stability of, for example,
the Hobby Industry Association national
conventions, which move on a semi-fixed
schedule with dates and places fixed three
and four years in advance. To accomplish
this, our hobby needs a group in the southern
U.S. to get things together. There are a few
groups, such as PCl and Metro Detroit, who
would be willing to help, but someone out
there has to lay the foundation and supply
the competent local manpower.
The Adventure Gaming Hobby's transition to more of an orthodox commercial
status may not be an easy one. Do we want
this change? We are stuck with it. Yet there is
great value for our hobby in the small, one or
two-man company, and we need to take
some care that these are not overwhelmed as
other companies grow into different kinds of
businesses. We are going to move forward
regardless, and each gamer can expect that
this movement will result in more of
whatever part of our hobby he or she most
enjoy . • •

TITO ADDENDA
RULES
[7.22C] (change) Defecting Chetniks are placed in the Yugoslav/partisan Mountain triangle
of the occupied zone.
[7.23B] (change) + J if Italian Surrender
(10.3, not Withdrawal) has taken place.
[7.42J (addition) Within the limits of the Sequence of Play (4.0) and 7.68 (limitations on
the num ber of counters), the Yugoslav player is
free to choose the order in which his reinforcement, may be crea ted.
[7.44E] (addition) No Chetnik unit may
generate reinforcement, or Victory Points if an
Objective Display also is occupied by Pro-Axi,
Chetniks.
[7.49] (clarification) The halvings apply to
such factors as weather, etc., and not to a
Recruitment Value of V, of a display.
[7.63A,7.67Aj (changes) No larger guerrilla
unit may be created in a Hidea way circle.
[S.24BJ (change) When engaged in combat entirely against guerrilla units in a Mountain
Triangle, Axi.1 llnits inCllrring a retreat re:;ull
are not obligated to retreat.
[8.55] (change) The
intrinsic
Defense
Strength 0 f the four cities are not automatically eliminated by Italian Surrender. (They
reflect historical Italian units that remained
loyal to the Axis after the surrender.)
[8.6[ (change to CRT) Modifications for
Tito, Anti-Guerrilla Operations, and mountain unit, are made to the probability ratio
(8.21 B) and are not column shifts on the Combat Results Table. Thlls, after all such
modifications have bcen made, au.acks at odds
lower than I to 2 are not permitted, and
attaek.1 at greater than 12 to I are resotved on
the 12 to 1 column.
[9.43] (addition) If the 501st is participating
in an Anti-Guerrilla Operation, it need not be
removed from the map during the Planning
Segment (8.42), although the Axis Player
secretly makes a notation as to which operation
the SO 1st is committed. The unit is deployed
normally according to 8.22.
[10.22J (change) Delete the reference 10 Chetnik Collaboration die rolls.

[10.21) (change) Italian llnit, may retreat into
the Croatia-Mountain Triangle, bllt must move
Olll in the ensuing Axis Movement Phase.
[10.3] (addition) Chetnik Collaboration die
rolls (7.2) are affected by Italian Surrender.
[1l.22A] (addition) Normal weather prevails
on Game-Turn 1.
[13.621 (change) The Yugoslav player is eligible for Pro-Yugoslav Chetnik replacements
between Game-Turns 2 and 8 (not 13).
[13.92, 14.3El (clarification) The Yugoslav
player loses 5 Victory Points for each optional
Soviet reinforcement unit used on Game-Turn
15.
[14.3C] (change) The exception to this case
should read: "After Allied Support
Withdrawal (not Game-Turn 13), this Case
should be ignored."
[14,3£J (change) The Yugoslav player loses
20 Victory Points (not 10) for each Soviet and
pro-Yllgoslav Bulgarian unit on the map during the ViClory Point Stages of Game-Turns 16
and 17.

[14.41 (addition) Add Case 9.41 to those
lisl.ed.
[15.5] (change) Add 100 points to each level
of victory. For example, a Yugoslav Decisive
ViclOry requires grealer lhan 800 (not 700)
Points, and an Axis Deci,ive Victory requires
less than 401 (not 301) Points.

[15.6] SHORn:NED GAME (Optional)
The game ends at the completion of the Victory
Point Stage of Game-Turn 15. Victory is deter·
mined according to the original schedule contained in Case 15.5 of the Rules booklet
COUNTER ABBREVIATIONS
Croat
Ust: Ustacha (political mililia); Gd: Guard.
Italian
CD Alpi: Cacciatori delli Alpi; Alpi Gr: Alpi
Graie; Lombard: Lombardia.
German
SS: Schutzstaffel (elite troops); LW: Luftwaffe (air force field troops) L: Leight (light);
Cos: Cossack.
Soviet
Gd: Guards . • •

